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K lein and colleagues compared emergency department
clinicians’ acute respiratory infection (ARI) antibiotic

prescribing with clinicians’ decision-making frameworks, or
Bgists,^ regarding ARIs and antibiotics.1 Clinicians who had
survey responses that aligned with what they describe as a
Bwhy-not-take-a-risk^ gist—probably better described as the
Bantibiotics-are-low-risk-and-the-patient-won’t-get-better-
without-them^ gist—had higher antibiotic prescribing. Clini-
cians who had survey responses that aligned with an
Bantibiotics-may-be-harmful^ gist had lower antibiotic
prescribing.
These results are an interesting foray into the association

between decision-making mental constructs and prescribing
behavior. However, there remains much to understand and
work to be done. The patient, clinical, and clinician factors
along with the two gists examined in this study do not tell the
whole story. Contextual, communication, and social factors
have a role.2–5

The importance of the association between the gists and
antibiotic prescribing, because of low prevalence and weak
strength of association, could be small relative to other factors.
For example, in the main model, the Bwhy-not-take-a-risk^
gist was associated with 28% increased odds of prescribing
antibiotics, which only increases absolute antibiotic prescrib-
ing from, for example, 64% to 69%.
Diagnoses were the most powerful predictors of antibiotic

prescribing, but future studies need more diagnostic clarity. The
diagnostic groupings in this study conflated diagnoses that
never, sometimes, or always require antibiotics (e.g., the com-
mon cold, sinusitis, and tonsillitis are in the same category).
More importantly, individual clinicians could be working
from completely different gists depending on the diagnosis.

For example, the same clinician might have very different
mental constructs—and probably should—whether they
think they are treating a patient with a non-specific upper
respiratory tract infection, pharyngitis, acute bronchitis, or
pneumonia.
With more understanding and diagnostic clarity, future in-

terventions might attempt Bgist shift^ and see if behavior
changes. For ARIs, interventions could emphasize the harms
of antibiotics for individual patients—especially the idea that
patients could be qualitatively worse for having taken an
antibiotic. Beyond ARIs, other areas where it seems important
to understand gists include opioid prescribing (perception of
suffering vs. drug risks), preventive services (benefits vs.
inconvenience), and chronic disease management (urgency
vs. competing priorities).
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